AL-201  WHITE QUEEN PSYCHOLOGY AND OTHER ESSAYS FOR ALICE
Ruth Garrett Millikan
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995
23 x 15.5 cm. Deco illust stiff wrappers, xii, 387 p. Notes, biblio, index.

AL-202  THE ADVENTURES OF ALICE – The Story Behind the Stories Lewis Carroll Told.
Mavis Batey

AL-203  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Prefatory Note by Roger Lancelyn Green.(1961)
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Carroll – (37 b&w illustrations from ALICE’S
ADVENTURES UNDERGROUND). Cover Illustration in color by Brian Robins.

AL-204  a & b
ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS
Lewis Carroll.
NY: Modern Promotions/Unisystems, 1982 (Legendarly Classics)
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover illust of Alice with white rabbit., EPs
with B&W illust by John Cooper. TP illust of “Alice” from Tenniel

AL-205  THE USES OF ENCHANTMENT – The Meaning and Importance of Fairy Tales
Bruno Bettelheim
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1977
18 x 25 cm. Red-brown cloth, boards; title gold spine. (6), 328, xi. P. Notes,
biblio, index.

AL-206  NONSENSE AGAINST SORROW – A Phenomenological Study of Lewis Carroll’s ALICE Books.
David Holbrook
London/Chicago: Open Gate/GPR. 2002
24 x 16 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. x, 144 p. Illust. Notes, Append, Biblio.

AL-207  LEWIS CARROLL – Through the Looking Glass
Angela Shirley Carpenter
Minneapolis, MN. Lerner, 2002 (A Lerner Biography)
AL-208  CHILD LOVING – The Erotic Child and Victorian Culture.
James R. Kincaid.
London: Routledge, 1992
24 x 16 cm. Black cloth, board; title gold spine. Deco illust FFEPs. xi,
413 p. Illust. Notes (biblio), index.

AL-209  LEWIS CARROLL
Richard Kelley
New York: Simon & Schuster (Twayne’s English Authors), 1990 (rev edn.)
22.5 x 15 cm. Red cloth, bds; title gold spine. xii. 180 p. Illust. Notes, Biblio.,
Index.

AL-210  ALICE IN MANY TONGUES – The Translations of ALICE IN
(a & b) WONDERLAND
Warren Weaver
Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1964
(Mansfield, CT: C. Martino)

AL-211  PHILOSOPHY OF NONSENSE – The Intuitions of Victorian Nonsense
Literature
Jean Jaques LeCercle
London Routledge, 1994
22 x 19 cm. Color deco-illust stiff wrappers. viii, (2), 245 p. Index.

AL-212  ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll – Illustrations by John Tenniel
20 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. x, 142 p. Illust.
NB: The text is from the first edition (See “Publisher’s Note, p. vii.).

AL-213  ALICE’S JOURNEY BEYOND THE MOON.
[From a “lost Lewis Carroll Ms”.
Annotated and Edited by R.J.Carter. Illustrated by Lucy Wright
Tolworth, Surrey UK: Telos Publishing. 2004
21 x 15 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 90 p. Illust.

AL-214  “All Things ALICE” Notecards
Linda Sunshine.
[NY: Clarkson Potter, 2004]
Sixteen 13 x 7 cm color illust Notecards with envelopes. (4 each of 4 designs,
reproducing illustrations from various issues of “ALICE”.) In a color illustrated
15 x 11 cm box.
AL-215  ALICE IN WONDERLAND and Other Favorites: Alice In Wonderland – Through the Looking Glass – The Hunting of the Snark. With 92 Illustrations by Sir John Tenniel
Lewis Carroll
New York: Pocket Books (Simon & Schuster), 1931.
18 x 11 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (xii), 274 p. Illust
TEXT: Carroll - UA. ART: Color cover and in-text B&W all Tenniel.

AL-216  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Ted Schroeder.
Racine, WI: Whitman (Western Publishing), 1970
TEXT: Carroll - UA. ART: Color cover (wraparound: frt and rear) and full-page and half page plates in monochrome(green), all by Schroeder.

AL-217  THE REAL ALICE – Lewis Carroll’s Dreamchild.
Anne Clark
New York: Stein and Day. 1982

AL-218  THE RAVEN AND THE WRITING DESK
Francis Huxley
London: Thames and Hudson. 1976
22 x 15 cm. Brown cloth, bds; deco stamped gold cover, title gold spine. 191 p. Illust. Notes, Index.

AL-219  ALL THINGS ALICE – The Wit, Wisdom, and Wonderland of Lewis Carroll
Linda Sunshine
New York: Clarkson Potter, 2004 (1st ed.)
18 x 17.5 cm. Pink paper ov bds. Title white cover and spine. Deco illus EPs. 352 p. Illust in color throughout.

NB: A valuable miscellany of information about Lewis Carroll and Alice.

AL-220  ALL THINGS ALICE – (2005 Wall calendar)
a & b.
Edited by Linda Sunshine.
New York: Welcome Books, 2004
31 x 31 cm. [full color cover plus 12 double-spread, color illustrated monthly calendar sheets. Each displays one or more Tenniel figures plus illustrations from the Alice Books by other artists]
AL-221  ALICE IN WONDERLAND – [VIDEO]
Video tape cassette in color illust. box
NB: Tape includes ‘Snow White” video (Color-30min) from same production team.

AL-222  THE COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED WORKS OF / LEWIS CARROLL –
With All 276 Original Drawings
Lewis Carroll – [and various illustrators]
22 x 16 cm. Green marbled paper ov bds w color illust title inset. 934 p.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART all B&W, by artists as indicated above.

AL-223  LEWIS CARROLL – A Biography
Donald Thomas
New York: Barnes and Noble, 1999 [1st thus]
15 x 23 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. xii, 404 p. Illust. Notes, index.
(see AL-038 for an English printing of this text)

AL-224  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll – Adapted by Susan Linney – Illustrated by Rex Schneider
TEXT: Carroll – abridged and adapted. ART: Color cover illust by Michele Nidenhof. B&W chapter-head, in-text, and full-page plates, all by Schneider.
AL-225  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll.
Columbus, OH.: Weekly Reader Books, 1983 (Weekly Reader Classics)
21 x 15 cm. Green art leather ov bds, color illust inset. Title gold cover and spine.
Deco illust EPs. 253, (2) p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll- UA. (Includes “Alice in Wonderland” and “Through the Looking Glass”). ART: Color cover illust by Richard Moss. All other illust. in B&W from Tenniel.

AL-226  Walt Disney - ALICE IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll – adapted by Disney Studios]
New York: Penguin (Twin Books), 1992 (1st thus)
TEXT: Adapted by Disney studios. ART: Full-color illustration by Disney studios throughout.

AL-227  ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll – Illustrations by John Tenniel
20 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. x, 142 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA [text from 1st ed. – see p vii]. ART: Color cover illustration by James Marsh. In text illustrations in B&W from Tenniel originals

AL-228  ENGLISH LITERATURE, HISTORY, CHILDREN’S BOOKS AND ILLUSTRATIONS [Sotheby's. London: Sale Catalog for 11 December 2003]
Sotheby’s Staff.
London: Sotheby’s, 2003
27 x 21 cm. Illustrated stiff wrappers. 216 p. Illust (monochrome & color), Indexed to authenticating sources.
[NB: Items 203 – 208, and 260 are Lewis Carroll related]

AL-229  The Classic Tale ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND From the Story by Lewis Carroll / Illustrated by Greg Hildebrandt.
[Lewis Carroll. Text adapted and abridged by Julia Suarez.]
Philadelphia, PA. Running Press (Courage Books), 2004 (1st thus)
34 x 24 cm. Color illustrated paper ov bds. Deco EPs. 64 p.
TEXT: Adapted and abridged. ART: Cover illust, title page illust., and full page plates; all in color, all by Hildebrandt.
[NB: For other editions of this title illustrated by Hildebrandt, see AL-005 and AL-093]
AL-230  LEWIS CARROLL / ALICE IN WONDERLAND / Prefactory Note by Roger Lancelyn Green (1961).
[Lewis Carroll]
20 x 13 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. viii, 103 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA (final revision) The text for the R.L.Green “Prefactory” Note is dated 1961. ART: In text and full-page plates from Carroll illustrations for the 1863 MS. Cover illust.: Rackham (1907)

AL-231  LEWIS CARROLL
Walter De La Mare
London: Faber & Faber, 1932 (1st)
23 x 15 cm. Brown cloth, bds.; title gold spine. 67 p.

AL-232  LEWIS CARROLL – A Reference Guide
Rachel Fordyce
Boston, MA: G.K.Hall.1988
24 x 16 cm. Maroon cloth, bds.; title gold spine. xxxiv, 160 p. index.

AL-233  GODEL, ESCHER, BACH – An Eternal Golden Braid / A Metaphorical Fugue on Minds and Machines in the Spirit of Lewis Carroll.
Douglas Hofstadter
24 x 16 cm. Deco printed stiff wrappers. xxi, 777 p. Illust. Notes, biblio., index.

AL-234  ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Lewis Carroll. With ninety-two Illustrations by John Tenniel
21 x 16 cm. Red cloth, bds.; deco gold and black; color illust cover, title gold cover and spine. Deco illust EPs. Frtspc. 326, (6), pgs. plus ads. Illust: TEXT: Carroll- UA. ART: Cover illust., Frtspc, and in-text illust all from Tenniel.

AL-235  THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There.
by Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Peter Newell
New York & London: Harper Brothers, 1902
20 x 14 cm. Grey-green cloth, bds.; color accented title and illust cover and spine. (14), 211 p. Illust. TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Cover illust uncredited. Frtspc and 3 B&W plates, all by Newell.

AL-236  The LIVES OF THE MUSES – Nine Women and the Artists They Inspired.
Francine Prose
22 x 15 cm. Grey cloth, green paper, bds; title silver spine. xii, 416, (4) p. Illust. Notes, biblio, index.
(Not illustrated DW)
NB: Alice Liddell is discussed p 57-96
ASPECTS OF ALICE – Lewis Carroll’s Dreamchild as seen through the
Critic’s Looking Glasses. 1865-1971
Edited by Robert Phillips. Illustrations by Sir John Tenniel and Lewis Carroll.
London: Victor Gollancz, 1972
Notes, biblio.
In Illust DW,
NB: See AL-039 for a Penguin/Perennial TP edition of this title.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With Original Illustrations by Sir John Tenniel.
19.5 x 13 cm. Color illust. wrappers. (8), 162, (6) p. Illust
TEXT: Carroll, UA. ART: Frtspc and in-text, B&W, all by Tenniel.
NB: Packaged in color decorated slip case with ”Charming Classics” editions of
PETER PAN and The WIZARD OF OZ. See AL-104 for a single-title printings
of this edition.

LEWIS CARROLL’S BEDSIDE BOOK – ‘entertainments for the wakeful
hours’
Edited by Edgar Cuthwellis, with illustrations by Lewis Carroll and Phiz.
12 x 11.5 cm. Blue paper, bds.; deco illust cover, title black spine. 64 p. illust.
Near fine. In chipped, color illust DW (10.00)

PLAY, GAMES, and SPORT – The Literary Works of Lewis Carroll.
Kathleen Burke
22 x 15 cm. Brown cloth, bds.; title brown spine. 216 p. Illust.(frtspc). Notes,
index.
Near fine, no DW (20.00)

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND – An 1865 printing re-
described and newly identified as the Publisher’s “File Copy”
With a revised and expanded CENSUS OF THE SUPPRESSED 1865
“ALICE” Compiled by Selwyn Goodacre to which is added a short-title index
identifying and locating the original preliminary drawings by John Tenniel for
ALICE and LOOKING GLASS catalogued by Justin G. Schiller.
NY: Printed by Battledore for THE JABBERWOCK, 1990. (1st thus)
16 x 18 cm. Deco printed art leather (see note pg 6), title spine. Col. EPs.; 100, (3)
Near Fine. No DW. (100.00)
ALICIA IN TERRA MIRABILI.
Ludovici Carroll.
Liber notissimus primum abhinc annis centum editus
Latine redditus ab elus fautorrevetere gratoque CLIVE HARCOURT
CARRUTHERS.
21 x 14 cm. Red cloth, bds. Deco gold cover. Title gold spine. Illust EPs.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. (Translated into Latin), ART: EP illus. uncredited; In text:
42 B&W illus from Tenniel.
Ex lib: Library markings on spine, stamp on TP. OW near fine. (8.00)

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Gwynedd Hudson
New York: Dodd Mead, 1922 – 1st thus
26.5 x 20 cm. Gold and black deco embossed green cloth over bds. Title gold
cover and spine. Color illus EPs. (14), 181 (1) p,
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color Frtspc plus 11 FP plates all in color under
illustrated tissues. Chapter-head illustration and misc. page décor in orange and
black. All by Hudson.
NB: Gift inscription on FFEP. OW near fine. (250.00)

ALICE-IN-WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by John Tenniel. Abridged for the EASY-TO-
READ SERIES
Akron, Ohio: Saalfield Publishing Company, ND [1934]
20.5 x 17 cm. Color illus bds, 64 p. Illust
TEXT: Carroll – Abridged. ART: Cover and DW illustrations in color, adapted
from Tenniel. Frtspc and in-text illus all from Tenniel.
NB: Ex lib – bookplate. OW vg plus. (15.00)

ALICE AND THE CATERPILLAR
From FORM-ROOM PLAYS – Intermediate Book (Cover, F&R, TP rev., pp
5, 44-54)
Compiled from English Literature by EVELYN SMITH.
Letchworth, Herts, UK: Temple Press: 1926/1940
NB: pages from complete book copied by Xerox to 8-1/2 x 11 sheets
AL-247  ARTHUR RACKHAM
Edited by Daniel Larkin. Introduction by Leo John De Freitas.
30 x 22.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. Title spine. Unpaged.
[14 p plus 40 full-page, full-color plates]
Near fine, (20.00)

A CARROLL FOUNDATION PROJECT- Curated by GRYPHON GALLERY -
UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
Melbourne, Australia: Carroll Foundation, 1990.
Fine (40.00)

AL-249  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Ralph Steadman
NY: Clarkson Potter, 1973 1st US
32 x 22 cm. Color printed stiff wrappers. 108 p.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Illustrated throughout (Chapter-head, in-text, full-page and double-page plates) all b&w, All by Steadman.

NB: Winner 1972 Francis Williams Book Illustration Award. (45.00).

AL-250  ALICE – THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There.
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Ralph Steadman
NY: Clarkson Potter, 1972
33 x 22 cm. Illustrated color printed stiff wrappers. 144 p.
TEXT: Carroll- UA. ART Illustrated throughout (Chapter-head, in-text, full-page and double-page plates, all B&W, all by Steadman. (30.00)

AL-251  OXFORD
Jan Morris. Fully updated by Mark Morris.
(15.00)

NB: Extensive references to Carroll, the Liddells, Christ-Church. etc. See index.
AL-252

**INTO THE LOOKING-GLASS WOOD.** Essays on books, reading, and the world.
Alberto Manguel
NY: Harcourt (Harvest), 1998 (1^st^ thus)
10.5 x 13.5 cm. Deco illust stiff wrappers. (xiv), 272 p. (15.00).
NB: Extensive reference to, and quotations from, the "ALICE" texts.

AL-253

**DON'T TELL THE GROWN-UPS - Subversive Children's Literature**
Alison Lurie
Boston: Little Brown, 1990
Notes, biblio, index. (20.00)
EX LIB: (gift inscription on FFEP) ow Fine, In DW.

AL-254

**LEWIS CARROLL - The Complete Illustrated Works.**
Lewis Carroll - Edited by Edward Guiliano
NY: Avenel (Gramercy), 1993 (Rprt Crown 1982)
24 x 16 cm. Grey paper, black cloth, boards; title silver spine. xxii, 868 p. Illust.
Biblio.
TEXT: Carroll UA. ART: AAIW & TTI.G: Tenniel. SNARK: Henry Holiday
Frost. AAUG: Lewis Carroll (Illus MS in facsimile). SILVIE AND BRUNO and
SYLVIE AND BRUNO CONCLUDED:: Harry Furniss. THREE SUNSETS
AND OTHER POEMS: F. Gertrude Thomson. (30.00)
NB: The Introduction by Guiliano pays particular attention to the illustration of
the various Carroll texts.

AL-255

**Eachtrai Eilise i d Tir na nIontas**
Lewis Carroll a scríobh. John Tenniel a mhaisigh. Nicholas Williams a D’aistriigh
go gaeilge
Eire: Coisceim, 2003
[ALICE IN WONDERLAND by Lewis Carroll, Illustrated by John Tenniel,
Translated to Gaelic by Nicholas Williams. Minneapolis MN: Irish Books and
Media,]
15.5 x 22 cm. Brn art leather, boards; title gold spine. (6), 133 p. Illust.
TEXT: in Gaelic. ART: Tenniel illust from 1865.
As new in DW, (35.00)
ALICE IN WONDERLAND -- Accession Record

AL-256  ALICE IN WONDERLAND – Comprising the two books: Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass.
By Lewis Carroll. With Illustrations from the Original Edition by John Tenniel. Color Illustrations by Donald E. Cooke.
21.5 x 15 cm. Brown art leather., bds; title and logo, spine. xii, 276 p. illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: B&W Tenniel illust from originals, plus 4 full-page, full color plates by Cooke. [NOTE: the ‘list of full-page illustrations’ on page vii, is incorrect in almost all respects; the errors are too many to note here.] (10.00)

AL-257  DISNEY’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND v-2; “Helping Hands”
[Video]
Live action with special effects. 3 episodes involving characters from the “ALICE” stories. Not based on the Lewis Carroll fictions.
Video tape in color illust slip case. (10.00)

John Dougill.
NB: References to Carroll/ Dodgson.; see index.

AL-259  Walt Disney’s ALICE IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll] Adapted from the Film by Teddy Slater. Illustrated by Franc Mateau and Holly Hannon
29.5 x 21.5 cm. Color illust paper ov boards. Title spine. Color EPs. (6), 89, (1) pgs. Illust in color throughout
TEXT: Carroll, adapted (see above) ART: Disney studios illustrations, all full color throughout. In DW (25.00)

AL-260  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Adapted by Jane Carruth. Illustrated by Rene Cloke.
New York: Gramercy Books, 1990 (1st thus)
Color illust throughout,
TEXT: Carroll, adapted. ART: Cover, EP, and in-text illust, all in color, all by Cloke. In DW (30.00)

End: 6 Jan 2005,
ALICE IN WONDERLAND – THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS – THE HUNTING OF THE SNARK.
Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by John Tenniel [Introduction by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.]
17 x 11 cm. Printed stiff wrappers. 262 p plus ads. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll UA. ART: Tenniel illust from originals.
NB: Reverse of FFEP carries the following: “This Edition of Lewis Carroll’s Fantasy /Is/Affectionately Dedicated /To/ Alice LIDDELL HARGREAVES /Who, as the Original Alice, Inspired this /Immortal Tale.” (30.00)

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. With Forty-two Illustrations by John Tenniel
Garden City NY.: Doubleday Doran & Company, 1942
[see reverse Title page and note pg 192]
20 x 13.5 cm. Red Cloth boards, gold stamped deco cover, titile dpine. Col EPs. xvi,192 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll- UA. ART: Tenniel originals (35.00)

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. With the Illustrations of John Tenniel.
Franklin Center PA. Franklin Library, 1980
TEXT: Carroll- UA. ART: Tenniel illustrations from first Amer Ed.(Appleton & Co. NY: 1866) “which contained the original sheets from the rare first printing, June 1865, in England.” (see note on reverse title page). NOTE: Chapterhead illust and décor adapted from Tenniel originals but not taken from 1865 English ed. (25.00)

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Edited by Richard Kelly
Peterborough, Ontâ®rio, Canada: Broadview Press. 2000
22 x 14 cm. Illust Stiff Wrappers. 353 p. Illust. Append, Notes, biblio,
TEXT: Carroll, all UA, include “ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND (Illust Tenniel). ALICES ADVENTURES UNDERGROUND (with Carroll’s illustrations), THE NURSERY ALICE (Tenniel illust), ALICE ON STAGE.(not illust.) For other texts, see table of contents.
As new (25.00)
AL-265  Lewis Carroll's *ALICE IN WONDERLAND* -- Lewis Carroll's *THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS* (2 vols)
New York: Maxton Publishers, 1947
26 x 18 cm. Color illust paper ov. bds. Deco illus EPs. unpaged.
TEXT: Adapted; ["These versions are ‘first’ readers, not to replace the originals, but to introduce them.”]. ART: Full color EP deco illust. Full color, full-page plates, plus B&W and color marginal and chapter-head illust.
NB: Good. Sound but showing wear and careless handling, Some pages marked with crayon. (8.00)

AL-266  *ALICE IN WONDERLAND*
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Gwynedd M.Hudson
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Cover illust in color. 12 full page color plates, plus B&W chapter-head, in-text and marginal illust all by Hudson.
NB: Boxed with "Black Beauty (Sewell), in matching binding; in color illust. "Treasury of Children’s Classics” slip-case.
As new (20.00)

AL-267  *ALICE IN WONDERLAND* and *THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS*.
By: Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel
New York: Grossett & Dunlap, 1946 (Illustrated Junior Library)
24 x 16 cm Pink and tan cloth, bds., Color illust deco panel cover, title spine. Color illust EPs. (10), 207 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Color cover and EP Illust from Tenniel originals. B&W marhinal and in-text illust, plus 12 color plates, all from Tenniel.

AL268  “Alice’s Other Parent: John Tenniel as Lewis Carroll’s Illustrator”

AL-269  THE LETTERS OF LEWIS CARROLL / In Two Volumes
Edited by Morton N. Cohen with the assistance of Roger Lancelyn Green.
AL-270  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel.
Nowalk CT. Easton Press, 1977
25 x 17 cm. gold stamped dk brown leather, boards. Title gold spine.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. (with introduction by John T. Winternich). ART: 1865
Tenniel originals boxed in red.

AL-271  LEWIS CARROLL OBSERVED – a Collection of Unpublished
Photographs, Drawings, Poetry and New Essays.
Edited by Edward Guiliano
New York: Clarkson Potter (Crown) for the LCSNA.1976
28.5 x 22 cm. Red cloth and paper, boards. Cover blind-stamped. Title gold
spine. viii, 216 p Illust. Notes, index.

AL-272  POEMS OF LEWIS CARROLL.
Selected by Myra Cohn Livingston. With Illustrations by John Tenniel,
Harry Furniss, Henry Holliday, Arthus B. Frost, and Lewis Carroll. From
the original editions.
NY: Thomas Crowell, 1973
27 x 15 cm. Tan cloth, boards, title black spine. (8), 149, (2) p; illust. Index.
NB: Ex Lib (Library markings)

AL-273  THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There.
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel
London: Penguin/ Puffin Classics, 1994
20 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (2), x, 161 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll UA ART: Cover illust by James Marsh adapted from
Tenniel. In-text and marginal illust from Tenniel originals.

AL-274  THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There
Lewis Carroll. With Fifty Illustrations by John Tenniel
New York: Macmillan, 1928
19.5 x 13.5 cm. Red cloth, bds.; cover blind stamped with image of Red
Queen. title gold spine. (xviii), 224 p.
TEXT: Carroll-UA; includes Carroll “Preface” (1896), and poems (“Child
of the pure unclouded brow…” and ;“Christmas Greetings” (1867). ART:
Frtspc, plus in-text and FP plates. All B&W, all from Tenniel originals.

AL-275  LEWIS CARROLL'S CLASSIC PHOTOS OF CHILDREN – 24 Cards
[Lewis Carroll]
NY: Dover, 1997
30.5 x 23 cm. Color printed stiff wrappers. 24 B&W removable photo cards
(4 per sheet) with captions; plus text on rear cover.
AL-276  **LEWIS CARROLL'S "ALICE IN WONDERLAND" -**
[Carroll] Adapted by Howard Sackler.
33-1/3 RPM long-playing record in 32 x 32 cm color- illust record slip-case,
Performance directed by Howard Sackler. Cast includes Joan Greenwood as
Alice and Stanley Holloway as the Narrator.

AL-277  **ALICE IN WONDERLAND and Through the Looking Glass**
By Lewis Carroll. With Original Illustrations by John Tenniel
Chicago: Goldsmith, ND [1950]
21 x 14 cm. Orange cloth, bds.; title black cover and spine. p. 5-237.
TEXT: Carroll-UA ART: B&W in-text and full-page plates (on un-
numbered pages) from the Tenniel originals.

AL-278  **ALICE IN WONDERLAND**
By Lewis Carroll. [Illustrated by Margaret Tarrant – (1916)]
26 x 19.5 cm. Orange cloth, boards, title gold spine. Deco EPs, 256 p.
TEXT: Carroll –UA ART: 32 FP color plates; all by Tarrant.
In Deco-printed, color illust DW ( illust taken from Tarrant plate pg 145)

AL-279  **ALICE IN WONDERLAND CHESS-SET (Board and pieces)**
16 X 16 in. sq. blue and white chess board with 32 hand-painted polyresin
chessmen figures modeled on “Alice In Wonderland” characters (Queen
Alice is 3-1/4 in. tall)
Stevens Point WI.: Bits & Pieces, [2004]

AL-280  **ALICE IN WONDERLAND BIBLEOT BOXES**
Set of seven porcelain boxes with hinged lids painted to represent “Alice In
Wonderland” characters. Sizes range from 3 to 4-1/4 in tall.
Hudson, OH.: Art & Artifact, 2004

AL-281  **POSTER – ‘ALICE IN WONDERLAND’**
Melanie Cargill (artist)
22 x 28 in. Poster stock Color illust with characters from AIW

AL-282  **POSTER – WALT DISNEY’S ‘ALICE IN WONDERLAND’**
Art by Walt Disney staff
[USA-Los Angeles, CA]: Walt Disney Productions, 1974
104 x 67 cm. Light-weight poster stock Color illust with characters from
Disney’s AIW.
NB: Some chipping and tears along folds
AL-283  WALT DISNEY'S ALICE IN WONDERLAND
(a & b)
[Lewis Carroll]
16.5 x 11.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. 22 p. Illust.
TEXT: The Carroll story, condensed, adapted and retold by the Disney staff.
ART: Disney studios.
(Fine, 3.00)

AL-284  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by John Tenniel [With an Introduction by
Nancy Willard] Includes a Reading Group Guide.
New York: Aladdin Classics, 2000
19.5 x 13.5 cm. Photo illust stiff wrappers. xiii, (3), 150, (10) p.
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Chapter-head, marginal, and in-text illust., all
from Tenniel originals. [Not complete]
NB: Cover illust from photo by Lewis Carroll

AL-285  ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Bessie Pease Gutmann.
New York: Dodge Publishing, 1907
20 x 15.5 cm. Blue cloth, bds., color deco illust. Deco illust EPs. Frtspc,
(8), 164 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: EP deco., Chapter head, page surround, and page
head deco, and 9 full-page plates in monochrome, plus Frtspc and 8 full-
page plates in color.
Fine.

AL-286  THE COMPLETE STORIES OF LEWIS CARROLL
[Lewis Carroll]
London: Magpie Books, 1993
12 x 14.5 cm. Color illust. paper ov bds. 792 p. Illust., Chronology, Biblio.
TEXT: Carroll. (Includes AAIW, TTLG, “A Wonderland Miscellany”,
“Bruno’s Revenge and Other Stories”, “Sylvie and Bruno”. Sylvie and
Bruno Concluded”, The Hunting of the Snark”, and “Original Games and
Puzzles”, ART: AAIW & TTLG illust. Tenniel. Color illust on cover and
DW from ????.

AL-287  STILL SHE HAUNTS ME – a Novel of Lewis Carroll and Alice
Liddell.
Katie Roiphe
New York: Delta (Random House), 2001
21 x 14 cm. Illust wrappers, (8), 228, (2) p.
AL-288  LEWIS CARROLL – Interviews and Recollections
Edited by Morton N. Cohen
Iowa City, IA: Univ. Iowa Press, 1989 (1st)
22.5 x 14.5 cm. Green cloth, bds.; title gold spine. xxvi, 273 p. Frtspc, notes, index.
Fine in DW

AL-289  BEYOND THE LOOKING GLASS – Reflections of Alice and Her Family
Colin Gordon
Illustrated (b&w and color), Notes, Bibliography, Index.
In color illust DW. Fine

AL-290  WALT DISNEY – ALICE IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll - Carroll text abridged and retold by Disney studios]
New York: Gallery Books (W.H. Smith), 1986
TEXT: Carroll story adapted and retold by Disney. ART: Cover illust and all artwork in color, all by Disney.

AL-291  BELLADONNA – A Lewis Carroll Nightmare [Fiction]
Donald Thomas.
20.5 x 13.5 cm. Brown cloth, bds.; title white spine. (8), 310 p.
In color illust DW. Fine

Compiled by Robert Taylor [et al]
Austin, TX: U Texas. 1985
25.5 x 17.5 cm. Illustrated stiff wrappers. 233 p. Illust.
Ex lib (bookplate, signature) VG

AL-293  QUEEN VICTORIA'S ALICE IN WONDERLAND
By The Continental Historical Society
TEXT: Carroll – UA, Accompanied by “annotations”.
ART: All B&W: Frtspc, plus misc illust from Tenniel.
NB: An elaborate and amusing spoof.
VG: (slight crease to corner FC, ow Fine)
AL-294  **DIVERSIONS & DIGRESSIONS of Lewis Carroll.**
Edited by Stuart Dodgson Collingwood.
(formerly titled The Lewis Carroll Picture Book)
20.5 x 14 cm. Color printed stiff wrappers. xvi, 375 p. Illust. Append, index.

AL-295  **LEWIS CARROLL and the KITCHINS.**
Edited, with an Introduction and Notes, by Morton N. Cohen
NY: Lewis Carroll Society of NA. (Carroll Studies No.4), 1980
28 x 22 cm. Printed stiff wrappers. xvi, 48 p. Notes, illust.

AL-296  **The ILLUSTRATORS OF ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.**
Edited by Graham Ovendon with an Introduction by John Davis
20 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 88 p. Illust (B&W and color: full page plates and in-text.) Biblio, index.
NB: see Al-169 for the first edition of this title.

AL-297  **The LEWIS CARROLL PICTURE BOOK**
S.D.Collingwood, Ed.
London Collins, ND. (1899)
16 x 11 cm. Red cloth ov bds; blindstamped w publisher's logo. Title gold spine. Illust EPs. 271 p. Illust. (photos, drawings etc.)
NB: The contents of this printing corresponds to that included in the first edition. For a later, revised and extended edition of this title see AL-294.

AL-298  **The STORY OF LEWIS CARROLL – Told for Young People by the Real Alice In Wonderland Miss Isa Bowman**
*With a Diary and Numerous Facsimile Letters Written to Miss Isa Bowman and Others. Also Many Sketches and Photos by Lewis Carroll and Other Illustrations*
Isa Bowman
Honolulu, Hawaii: University Press of the Pacific., 2005 (Facs. reprt: London 1900)
20.5 x 13 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. iii, 120 p. Illust

AL-299  **PUZZLES – From Other Worlds**
Martin Gardner
New York: Vintage (Random House), 1984
20.5 x 13.5 cm. Color printed stiff wrappers. xii, 189 p. Illust.
NB: 34 “Brain teasers”, from the author of the “Annotated Alice” books. In many respects the puzzles are similar to those proposed by Carroll in various writings.